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E
lectron confinement in one or more
dimensions is a powerful way to
change materials physics for applica-

tions. Quantum dots (QDs) represent an ex-

treme where complete confinement leads

to often desired atom-like electronic prop-

erties.1 Major advantage of QDs is the tun-

ability of their optoelectronics, controlled

by size, shape, composition, and strain,

which together define the confinement po-

tential of electrons and holes. Recently dis-

covered graphene2 has attracted interest as

a natural realization of two-dimensional

(2D) carbon crystal,3 including “cutting” it

into nearly 1D nanoribbons.4 Further con-

finement toward graphene QDs turns out to

be a challenge that triggered intense stud-

ies of large graphene dots.5�9 The larger

QDs of graphene hold promise for spintron-

ics,10 although their small gaps limit opto-

electronics applications. Both ribbons and

dots suffer from irregular edges and me-

chanical delicacy,11 posing a problem for

handling and assembly.

As an alternative to ribbons, we have re-

cently discussed nanoroads12Onarrow ar-

eas in the hydrogenated graphene (CH,

graphane13,14) stripped off H. Such

graphene roads,12,15 confined by the fields

of graphane as insulating host material,14,16

show all the properties of broadly discussed

ribbons. Yet they remain planar and can, in

principle, be connected within the same 2D

sheet, without compromising its mechani-

cal integrity. An important evidence of re-

versible hydrogenation has been recently

reported,17�19 although precise morphol-

ogy in experiments remains unclear. It is

tempting to speculate on a variety of ways

to attach H (or perhaps fluorine) to the

graphene substrate to form lines, shapes,

and patterns, yet analysis shows that most

of them are thermodynamically not fea-

sible20 and can either aggregate into larger

CH clusters or simply decompose into H2

gas. Only more compact, dense islands of

coexisting 2D phases, C and CH, are likely to

stabilize and be of practical interest.

With this in mind, here we explore a

formation of QDs as small islands of

graphene in graphane host. Their feasibil-

ity is evaluated by systematically comput-

ing the energies of numerous configura-

tions, essentially H vacancy aggregates in

the underlying CH lattice. This reveals a

general trend in the formation energy,

�(n) � �(�) � const/�n, as a function of

QD size n, as well as particular stable va-

cancy clusters (often corresponding to

aromatic molecules). For larger QD is-

lands, it is important to separate the en-

ergy of small lattice mismatch (�2%14,19)

in order to define the interface energy. It

is lower for the armchair (AC) border than

for the zigzag (ZZ), suggesting the hex-

agonal shapes as preferred Wulff con-

structs. Computed electronic level gaps

are large in the small QD and decrease

with size n as Eg � 1/�n, following com-

mon confinement trend, but in a way

rather characteristic for Dirac fermions.21
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ABSTRACT Complementary electronic properties and a tendency to form sharp graphene�graphane

interfaces open tantalizing possibilities for two-dimensional nanoelectronics. First-principles density functional

and tight-binding calculations show that graphane can serve as natural host for graphene quantum dots, clusters

of vacancies in the hydrogen sublattice. Their size n, shape, and stability are governed by the aromaticity and

interfaces, resulting in formation energies �1/�n eV/atom and preference to hexagonal clusters congruent with

lattice hexagons (i.e., with armchair edge). Clusters exhibit large gaps �15/�n eV with size dependence typical

for confined Dirac fermions.
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RESULTS AND DISCUSSION
To evaluate the QD formation energies, we con-

sider a gedanken process of hydrogen removal from a
graphane sheet, (CH)N ¡ (CH)N�n(C)n � (n/2)H2. Only
simply connected shapes formed by n atoms of sp2-
carbon are considered as a QD (Figure 1). The forma-
tion energy �(n) per atom of a vacancy cluster of size n
is defined as

where Etot(n) is the total energy of the system represent-
ing the quantum dot, and �H � (1/2)EH2

and �CH are
the chemical potentials of hydrogen and of a CH unit

in graphane, respectively (for details, please
see the Methods section).

For each cluster size n, we consider several
symmetry nonequivalent geometries, typically
derived from the lowest-energy shape for n
� 1. The calculated �(n) values are shown in
Figure 2. Clearly, all clusters with complete aro-
matic rings are local minima. The removal of
H atom leaves an unfavorable radical behind.
Subsequent removal of H from the adjacent C
atom leads to formation of an additional 	

bond between these newly formed sp2-carbon
atoms, lowering the energy significantly. For
the dots where the removal results in a
benzene-like C configuration, it brings about
further stabilization. Thus, the systems here
follow the fundamental chemistry of aromatic
molecules. QDs of sizes 6, 10, 12, and 24 can be

viewed as embedded benzene, naphthalene,

pyrene, and coronene, respectively.22 For n 
 25, we

consider 10 hexagonal shapes (see discussion below)

of purely ZZ (n � 54, 96, 150, 216, 294, and 384) and AC

(n � 42, 114, 222, and 366) edges. For example, the op-

timized structure of a n � 150 dot is shown in Figure

1.

While for small n the cluster detail is essential, for

large QD, a general trend �(n) � �(�) � const/�n be-

comes apparent, a manifestation of energy cost of

graphene�graphane interfaces � (indeed, perimeter

contribution to the total energy scales as �n, and di-

vided by the cluster size n, yields a 1/�n). Magnitudes

Figure 1. Hexagonal graphene “dot” formed by removing n � 150 H
atoms (cyan spheres) from a graphane sheet. The ZZ interface sp2-
carbon atoms are highlighted, total nint � �6n � 30 of them, bound
to sp3- carbons of graphane.

Figure 2. Quantum dot formation energy �(n) � �(�) as a function of the size n. The lowest-energy configurations for each
n are connected by a solid line to guide the eye (black for DF-TB, magenta for DFT). Selected low-energy QD shapes are shown
in the background. The inset shows the energies of large dots with ZZ and AC borders, calculated with DF-TB.

nε(n) ) Etot(n) + µHn - µCHN (1)
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of � are important as it determines the interface stabil-
ity as well as equilibrium QD shape. Its calculation re-
quires special care as the quantity Etot(n), typically ob-
tained from a supercell computation, contains an elastic
strain term caused by the lattice mismatch, which scales
linearly with the cell size. We take advantage of this
scaling in order to extract the interface energy per se.
For a supercell consisting of two halves of size L � w
(lower inset in Figure 3), its total energy exceeds the
sum of energies of separate phases (CH and C) by

with C and � being elastic constant and strain. For both
ZZ and AC interfaces, a set of DF-TB calculations is per-
formed for fixed L and several sizes 2w. In Figure 3, the
data actually follow linear dependence very well. Then �

is obtained from the intercept in the linear regression
of the computed �=(w). This yields for the ZZ and AC in-
terfaces �ZZ � 0.18 eV/Å and �AC � 0.12 eV/Å. Note
that the slopes for ZZ and AC cases in Figure 3 are iden-
tical, in accord with isotropic elasticity of hexagonal 2D
crystals.

For a given n, the equilibrium shape of a large clus-
ter is determined by minimizing the total interface en-
ergy, which results in Wulff construction.23 For a hexa-
gon, the ratio of distances from its center to a corner
and that to a side is 2/�3 � 1.155  �ZZ/�AC � 1.5.
Wulff construction then results in hexagonal clusters
with AC edges (with no corner truncation or rounding,
which could occur at smaller �ZZ/�AC ratios). This orien-
tation preference also agrees with Figure 2, where the
large AC dots have lower formation energies. For
smaller dots, the shapes deviate from Wulff construc-
tion as the corner contributions become dominant.24

Lastly, since the QD electronics can be affected by the
sharpness of boundaries, we evaluate their robustness
by a simple test. We calculate the energy increase upon
displacing a single H atom away from the interface as
shown in the top inset of Figure 3. The high energy cost
for such imperfections, in agreement with our previ-
ous work on nanoroads,12 should support the edge
“quality” against disorder and thermal fluctuations.

Next we explore the confinement effect on the elec-
tronic properties of these dots. The DF-TB energy gaps
Eg at the � point are shown in Figure 4. For n � 6 and 24
[Eg(6) � 4.39 and Eg(24) � 2.63 eV], we also compute
the highest occupied�lowest unoccupied molecular
orbitals (HOMO�LUMO) gaps with DFT [Eg(6) � 4.02 eV
and Eg(24) � 2.53 eV]. The values agree well, lending
further credibility to the employed DF-TB parameter set.
The results distinctly differ for ZZ and AC edges, with
the gaps being always larger in the AC case. Least-
square fits give Eg(n) � 13.2n�1/2�0.03 eV for AC edges
and Eg(n) � 21.5n�1/2�0.15 eV for ZZ edges. The gaps de-
crease with the linear dimension but do not obey the
�1/R2 dependence in conventional quantum dots.1 In-
stead, the computed trend conforms closer with the
confinement of Dirac fermions.3,8,16 Indeed, the quasi-
particle spectrum of large graphene dots is essentially
described by the solution to the 2D Dirac equation. In
the approximation of circular dot of radius R � �n with
hard-wall boundary condition,21 the energy level sepa-
ration Eg � �vF	/R, with vF being the Fermi velocity of
graphene.

As expected, in the limit of very large n, the QDs re-
cover the electronic spectrum of graphene, which is
studied in great detail.3 These larger QDs display band
gaps of the order of meV, too small for optical applica-
tions, yet holding promise for spintronics,10 as the split-
ting can be controlled by magnetic field.8,9 In the opti-
cal range, the numerical gap values are important, and
one should be reminded that DF-TB as well as DFT com-
putations usually underestimate the gap. In the present
case, the system sizes certainly prohibit the use of the

Figure 3. Energy due to graphane�graphene interface (ZZ
and AC types) grows with the sample width w (geometry
schematics are shown in the lower inset). Symbols repre-
sent the DF-TB calculated points, solid lines give the linear
least-squares regression. The top inset shows the destabili-
zation energies of the interface (in eV) upon H atom dis-
placement to the indicated sites.

Etot(N/2) - (µC + µCH)N/2 ≡ Lγ'(w) ) L(Cε2w + 2γ)
(2)

Figure 4. Energy gap Eg(n) as a function of the QD size n.
Solid curves are least-squares fits.
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computationally expensive GW gap corrections. Re-
cently, Lebègue et al.16 have calculated the optical gap
of graphane using the GW approximation and found an
underestimation of �35% in the DFT results. With this
in mind, and on the basis of our analysis, we expect the
true optical gaps to reach the range �1�3 eV relevant
to optoelectronics applications.

Since for optical applications these QDs are usually
assembled in 2D arrays, we next study an example as-
sembly of the n � 24 size QD using DFT. The dots are ar-
ranged in a hexagonal lattice with a 4 � 4 periodicity
of graphane lattice, resulting in a dot�dot separation
of �7.6 Å. The band gap of such a QD array, Eg � 2.6 eV,
is very similar to that of an isolated dot. The top of the
valence and the bottom of the conduction bands are
nearly dispersionless, a feature of atom-like states.
These bands are entirely derived from the sp2-carbon
constituting the dots as seen from the corresponding
band decomposed charge densities shown in Figure 5.
We intentionally show the charge density with low

isodensity threshold to detect very small “leakage” into
graphane. Clearly, these states are well localized within
the QD, confirming that graphane serves well as host
material. The larger dots are also expected to show a
similar trend that may render them suitable for optical
applications.

CONCLUSIONS
In summary, we have demonstrated, by employing

DF-TB and DFT calculations, the suitability of graphane
as a host for graphene QD. We have found that the
shape and size of such dots depend crucially on the
graphene/graphane interface energy and the degree
of aromaticity. Furthermore, these graphene dots show
a pronounced quantum confinement effect of Dirac fer-
mions, with energy gaps lying in the optically relevant
range. Given the recent progress on hydrogenation of
graphene,19,25 we believe that the possibility presented
here may become part of the experimental develop-
ment in the field of carbon-based nanoelectronics.

METHODS
The total energies for n � 1�384 were calculated using

density functional theory based tight-binding (DF-TB)
method as implemented in the DFTB� code26 and the asso-
ciated Slater�Koster parameters.27 The host graphane is rep-
resented by a supercell of nearly square shape with N �
836. Periodic boundary conditions are imposed in all three di-
mensions. The lateral box size is set to (Lx,Ly) �(p|a1|, q|2a2

� a1|), with (p,q) � (19,11), a1 � aêx, 2a2 � a(êx � �3êy), a
� 2.52 Å the equilibrium lattice parameter of graphane, and
êx,y the Cartesian unit vectors.

In order to test the accuracy of DF-TB results, we also cal-
culate the smaller dots up to size n � 24 using density func-
tional theory (DFT) in conjunction with all-electron projec-
tor augmented wave potentials28,29 and the Perdew�
Burke�Ernzerhof30 generalized gradient approximation to
the electronic exchange and correlation, as implemented in
the VASP package.31,32 In all of the cluster calculations, the
Brillouin zone is represented by the � point. A well con-
verged Monkhorst�Pack k-point set (2 � 2 � 1) is used for
the array of QDs. Conjugate gradient scheme was employed
to optimize the geometries until the forces on every atom
were �0.05 eV/Å. The DF-TB calculated lattice parameters of
graphene and graphane are 2.47 and 2.52 Å, respectively, in
good agreement with the DFT values of 2.47 and 2.54 Å. In
the DFT calculations, graphane is represented by a finite

C54H72 cluster. The outermost C atoms are passivated by two
H atoms, and these 
CH2 groups are kept frozen during ge-
ometry optimization to mimic the sp3 C of infinite graphane.
Periodic images are decoupled in normal direction by a
vacuum space of �15 Å.
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Note added in proof: After the completion of this work, a
new experimental evidence of graphene hydrogenation has
been reported,33 further supporting the feasibility of pattern-
ing discussed above.
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